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Scotism
JOHN

MARTIN

FISCHER

There is a striking similarity between two families of arguments for
incompatibilism.One sort of argumentpurportsto establish the incompatibilityof God's foreknowledgeand humanfreedomto do otherwise;the
othersortaimsto show thatcausaldeterminismis incompatiblewith human
freedomto do otherwise.These parallelargumentsareextremelypowerful.
Recently, Anthony Kenny has developed a response to both kinds of
argument.1The response follows Duns Scotus, and I shall call Kenny's
approach'Scotism'.KennyclaimsthatScotismprovidesa genuineresponse
both to the argumentfor the incompatibilityof God's foreknowledgeand
freedom and also to the argument for the incompatibility of causal
determinismandfreedom.I shallset out the argumentsfor incompatibilism
and explainthe Scotist's response,and I shall arguethat Scotism does not
providean adequateanswerto incompatibilism.When the incompatibilist
argumentsare formulatedsuitably, it can be seen that Scotism misses
the mark-the compatibilist will have to find another defence against
incompatibilism.
i.

The argumentsand the Scotist's ploy

Nelson Pike has presenteda particularlylucid versionof the argument(first
formulatedby Boethius) for the incompatibilityof God's foreknowledge
and humanfreedom.2It is this formulationof the argumentwhich Kenny
chooses to criticize.3I shall begin by setting out a versionof the argument
andexplainingKenny'sScotiststrategyof response.I shallthen developthe
parallelargumentconcerningcausal determinismand the corresponding
Scotist response.
One might presentPike'sincompatibilistargumentin the followingway.
I shall assume here that 'God' is a proper name (rather than a definite
descriptionor 'role-indicator')and that God is essentiallyomniscientand
eternal. God's eternality here is construed as 'sempiternality'or everlastingness-existence at all times. And God's omniscience implies that
for any propositionP, God believes that P just in case P is true. Further,
God is essentiallyomniscient;that is, it is necessarilytrue that God believes
1 AnthonyKenny, Will,Freedom,andPower(BasilBlackwell,Oxford:I975), pp. I 55-7; and TheGod
of the Philosophers(ClarendonPress, Oxford:1979), pp. 55-8.
Review(I965), pp. 27-46.
2 Nelson Pike, 'Divine Omniscienceand VoluntaryAction', Philosophical
3 Kenny, 1979, pp. 56-8.
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that P just in case P is true; in all possible worlds in which God exists,
He is omniscient. Of course, God is traditionallythought to have other
attributesas well, but for the purposes of this discussion of the incompatibilist argument,it is not necessaryto specify the total set of divine
attributes.
We begin by supposing that God exists and that Jones refrainsfrom
performingsome ordinaryact X (such as mowing his lawn) at time T2. It
follows from God's essentialomniscienceand eternalitythat God believed
at Ti thatJones wouldrefrainfromdoing X at T2. So if Jones can at T2 do
X at T2, one of the followingpossibilitiesobtains:
(i) Jones can bring it about that God held a false belief at Ti, or
Jones can bringit aboutthat God held a differentbelieffromthe one
He actuallyheld at Ti, or
(3) Jones can bring it about that God didn't exist at Ti.

(2)

But the incompatibilistpoints out that no one can bring about a logical
falsehood,so (i) is ruledout. And (2) and (3) appearto be ruledout in virtue
of the fact that the past is 'fixed','overand done with':no one can 'change',
'affect', or 'determine'the past. It seems that if P is a true proposition
aboutthe past, then no one can bringit aboutthat P is false. Thus, it seems
thatJonescannotatT2 do X atT2. If sound,theargumentcanbe generalized
to show that God's existence(understoodas above)is incompatiblewith any
human's freedom to do otherwise. It is a quite general and powerful
argument.
The Scotist, however, is undaunted, and he attacksthe argumentfor
incompatibilism.The argument,as stated above, appearsto depend on an
inferencefrom'Jonescando X' and'Doing X wouldbe (forinstance)bringing it aboutthat God has a false belief to 'Jonescan bringit aboutthat God
has a false belief. (Of course,this conclusionis part of a reductio.) That is,
the incompatibilistargument, as developed above, seems to rest on the
followingsort of principle:
S can (cannot)do X.
In the circumstances,doing X is (would be) doing Y.
Therefore,S can (cannot)do Y.
I shall call this principlethe 'TransferPrinciple';it says that the power(or
powerlessness)to performone act can be transferredto anotheract in a
certainway. Alternatively,it saysthatthe power(powerlessness)to perform
an act describedone waycan be transferredto the power(powerlessness)to
performthe act describedanotherway. The Scotist's ploy is to deny the
TransferPrinciple. I shall take Scotism to be the conjunctionof the two
claims:(i) The TransferPrincipleis false, and (ii) If the TransferPrinciple
is false, then the argumentfor incompatibilismis invalid.
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Kenny gives three examples which are intended to exhibit the unacceptability of the Transfer Principle:
ExampleOne I may be able to hit the dartboard;on this particularoccasion,
I may hit the dartboardby hitting the center of the bull; but it
by no means follows that I am capable of hitting the center of
the bull.4
Kenny elaborates, 'Any particular exercise of power and skill will have other
descriptions besides the one which occurs in the specification of the power;
and the possession of the power specified in no way involves the possession
of the power to perform acts answering to those other descriptions.'I
ExampleTwo Let us suppose that I am going to eat my cake. I can, if I want,
have my cake,but I am not going to have my cake, I am going to
eat it. Given the factsof the case,to havemy cakewouldbe to have
it and eat it too. But I can, if I want,have it. So, if the principleis
valid, I can have my cakeand eat it too.6
Kenny takes the third example from Duns Scotus (Ordinatio,
Scotus, V, 424):

i

dist. 39;

ExampleThree Suppose I am carryingmy own suitcase, A. In these circumstances,to carrymy wife's suitcaseB would be to carryboth A
and B. But though I can carryB, I can't carryboth A and B.7
These examples might seem to impugn the Transfer Principle, and if the
Transfer Principle is indeed false, then one can, apparently, defeat incompatibilism about God's foreknowledge and human freedom. A parallel
argument for incompatibilism about causal determinism and human
freedom also appears to depend on the Transfer Principle. The argument
might be developed as follows.8 Let us first define causal determinism:
(CD) Causal determinism obtains in a world just in case a complete
description of the state of the world at a given time T, together with
a formulation of the laws of nature, entails every truth about what
happens after T.
Now suppose, again, that Jones refrains from doing X at T2, but, this
time, imagine that causal determinism obtains. Further, let us say that the
4 Kenny, 1975, pp- 156.

Ibid.
Ibid. Also, Kenny, 1979, pp. 57-8.
7 Kenny, 1975, p. 1578 For developmentsof similararguments,see: CarlGinet, 'MightWe Have No Choice?'in K. Lehrer
(ed.), FreedomandDeterminism
(RandomHouse, New York),pp. 87-104; and'The ConditionalAnalysis
of Freedom', in P. Van Inwagen (ed.), Timeand Cause(Reidel: Dordrecht, I980), pp. 171-86; and
P. Van Inwagen,'The Incompatibilityof Free Will and Determinism',PhilosophicalStudies27 (I975),
I discuss such
pp. I85-99, and An Essay on Free Will (ClarendonPress, Oxford: 1983), pp. 55-105.
argumentsin: John MartinFischer, 'Incompatibilism',PhilosophicalStudies43 (I983), pp. 127-37.
5

6
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totalstateof the worldat Ti is S(Ti). IfJones can at T2 do X at T2, then (in
virtueof (CD)), one of the followingtwo possibilitiesobtains:
(A) Jones can at T2 bring it about that S(Ti) was not the state of the
worldat Ti, or
(B) Jones can at T2 violatea law of nature.
But (A) is ruledout by the 'fixityof the past';and (B) is ruledout by the fact
that no humanagenthas it in his powerto violatea law of nature-the laws
of nature are inviolable constraintson human action. The argument,if
sound, showsthat causaldeterminismis incompatiblewith humanfreedom
to do otherwise.
Again, the argument,as stated, seems to rest on the TransferPrinciple.
That is, the argumentmovesfromthe suppositionsthatJones cando X, and
doing X would be (say) violatinga naturallaw, to the conclusion(which is
part of a reductio) that Jones can violate a naturallaw. But if the Transfer
Principle is invalid, as the Scotist insists, then so, apparently, is the
incompatibilistargument.
In evaluatingthe Scotist position, I shall separatetwo distinct issues:
(i) Do the examples actuallyestablish that the TransferPrinciple is unacceptable?(2) If the TransferPrincipleis indeed invalid, would it follow
thatincompatibilismcannotbe defended?That is, does the incompatibilist's
argumentdependessentiallyon the TransferPrinciple,or canthe argument
be reformulatedin such a wayas to avoidreferenceto the principle(andalso
to avoid the problemsposed by the Scotist's examples)?
2.

The TransferPrinciple

Let us firstconsiderwhetherthe Scotist'srejectionof the TransferPrinciple
is justified by the three examples. In order to threaten the Transfer
Principle,an examplemust havethe followingsortof form:it must be a case
where(i) an agentcan(cannot)performsomeactX, (ii) in the circumstances,
doing X would be doing Y, and (iii) the agent cannot (can) performY.9 I
9' It mightbe thoughtthat, properlyspeaking,one cannotbe saidto be ableto performact-particulars,
but only acts of certaintypes. If this is so, the TransferPrinciplecan be reformulatedas follows:
S can (cannot)performan X-type act.
In the circumstances,doing an X-type act would be doing a Y-type act.
Therefore,S can (cannot)performa Y-type act.
Of course,an examplewhich wouldunderminethe principlewouldhaveto possessthe followingkindof
structure:(i) an agentcan (cannot)performan X-type act;(ii) in the circumstances,doingan X-type act
would be doing a Y-type act, and (iii) the agent cannotperforma Y-type act.
The fact that the TransferPrinciplecan be formulatedin this way shows that Kenny's ascriptionof
equivocationto the Transfertheoristis unfair.Kenny says: 'Some who have consideredthe argument
form laid out above regardit as containingan equivocationin the "do X" in the first premiseand the
conclusion.They say,the "X" hasto be replacedby a genericact, a descriptionof an act-type;whereasin
the secondpremise,"doingX" refersto a particularact, an act-token.This seemsto be basicallythe same
objectionas my own' (Kenny, 1975, p. 156).
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believe that Kenny's second and third examples are clearly not of the
requisite sort, and that his first example is, at best, controversial.I shall
begin by consideringthe second and third examples.
The second exampleis obviouslydefective as a counter-exampleto the
TransferPrinciple.It is supposedto be an ordinarysituationin whichI eat a
piece of cake,though I canrefrainfromeatingit (haveit). Now, this is a case
whereit is truethat I canhavemy cake.And it is alsotruethat I cannothave
my cake and eat it too. But it is clearlyfalse that, given the circumstances,
my havingthe cakewould be my eatingit too. Obviously,on any adequate
semanticsfor conditionals,it will be true that if I were to have my cake, I
wouldnot alsoeat it. Thus, in the case as described,whereasfeatures(i) and
(iii) of a counter-exampleto the TransferPrinciplearepresent,feature(ii) is
absent.
Kenny says, as regardsExample Two, 'There are many cases where I
can b, but will not. In such cases,there will be descriptionsof b-ingwhich
will describe it in terms of the fact that I am, in fact, not going to . "10
Kenny'sclaimis that, in the example,the possibleact of my havingthe cake
could be describedin terms of whatin fact happens:I eat the cake.But the
act-description,'my eatingthe cake',cannotdescribethe same action as the
description,'my havingthe cake'.There is no possibleactionpickedout by
the logicallyinconsistentact-description,'havingthe cakeand eatingit too'.
What is requiredin orderto show the failureof the TransferPrincipleis a
casewherea particularexerciseof a powercan be describedin variousways,
and the agent has the powerto performthe action, describedone way, but
lacksthe powerto performthe act, describedanotherway. But the example
clearlyis not one in which the same exerciseof a powercan be describedas
'havingthe cake'and 'havingthe cakeandeatingthe cake'.Thus, Kennyhas
not providedan exampleof the failureof the TransferPrinciple."
Kenny'sthirdexampleis adaptedfromDuns Scotus.In the circumstances
of the example,I am carryingmy own suitcase,A. And to carrymy wife's
10 Kenny, 1979, P. 57.

1 Of course, Kenny's example is offered in the context of a criticism of Pike's incompatibilist
argument.Specifically,Kenny takesPiketo be arguingthat(as above)ifJones can do X at T2, and doing
X at T2 would be bringingit aboutthat God held a false beliefat Ti, then Jones can bringit aboutthat
God held a false belief at Ti (Kenny, 1979, P. 58). Now Kenny might say that if my argumentabout
Example Two is correct, then Pike's incompatibilistargumentmust fail, since he is committed to a
descriptionof 'doingX in terms of his not doing X'-'bringing it about that God held a false belief at
Ti'. This description,being logicallycontradictory,picks out no possibleaction.
If this wereKenny'sposition,then it is important,first,to see thatit wouldnot be a versionof Scotism;
he would not be blocking Pike's argumentby denying the Transfer Principle. Rather, he would be
claimingthat an applicationof the principleby Pike is incorrect,since the second premiss(the identity
claim in the TransferPrinciple)is false. Further, even if the identity claim, 'doing X at T2 would be
bringingit about that God held a false belief at Ti' is false, Pike considerstwo other possibleidentity
claims.And Pike has an argumentthat, for eachidentityclaim,if it is true and the TransferPrincipleis
valid,thenJonescannotdo X at T2. Thus, Pikeis notcommittedto the truthof the identityof doingX at
T2 and bringingit aboutthat God held a falsebelief at Ti in orderto achievehis incompatibilistresult.
He merelyconsidersthis as one of three possibilities.
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suitcase,B, wouldbe to carrybothsuitcases;together,they aretoo heavyfor
me to carry.Kenny's claim is that, whereasI can carryB, and carryingB
would be (in the circumstances)carryingboth A and B, I cannot carryboth
A and B. It seems to me that, contraryto Kenny's claim, this is not a case
where I can, in the circumstances,carryB. I think that the Scotist is here
confusing having a general ability to do something with being able, in
particularcircumstances,to do it. WhereasI might havea generalabilityto
pickup suitcasessuch as B, I do not havethe ability,in the circumstances,to
do so, since I am encumberedby A.12
Similarly,if I am chained to my chair, I cannot, in the circumstances,
leave the room, though I may have the generalability to do so. It is quite
clear that the TransferPrinciplefails when appliedto the 'can' of general
ability.I havethe generalabilityto leavethe room,to leavethe roomin these
circumstanceswould be to leave it while chained, but I do not have the
general ability to leave it while chained. But it does not follow that the
TransferPrinciplefails when appliedto the 'can'of being able,in particular
circumstances.
Of course, it is the 'can' of being able, in the circumstances,which is
fundamentalto the argumentsaboutfree will. That is, if you arechainedto
your chair, you are not morallyresponsiblefor failing to leave the room;
even if you have the general ability to leave the room, the fact that you
cannot,in the circumstances,leavethe roomsufficesfor exculpatingyou. (I
assumehere that you were involuntarilychainedto the chair, and that you
knowthat you are chainedto the chair.)Thus, even if 'transfer'failsto hold
for general ability, if it holds for 'can, in the circumstances',then the
incompatibilist'sargumentwill still be potent:it will have,as its conclusion,
that no one can, in the sense of 'can' relevant to ascriptionsof moral
responsibility,do otherwise.13
I havearguedthatneitherExampleTwo norExampleThree containsthe
three featuresrequiredin orderto have a counter-exampleto the Transfer
Principle.ExampleTwo has features(i) and (iii) but not (ii); and Example
Three has features(ii) and (iii) but not (i). Let us now considerExample
One. Here it is claimed that I can hit the dartboard;that, in the circumstances,hittingthe dartboardis hitting the bull's-eye;and that I cannothit
the bull's-eye.As Kennypresentsthe example,whatmakestruethe identity
claim, 'in the circumstances,hitting the dartboardis hitting the bull's-eye',
12 For a useful discussionof the varioussenses of 'can', see Don Locke, 'The "Can"of Being Able',
Philosophia6 (1976).
13 I do not wish to arguethatmoralresponsibilityrequiresfreedomto do otherwise.Rather,the claim
is thatthe sortof freedomrelevantto moralresponsibilityis thatexpressedby 'can,in the circumstances'.
Thus, HarryFrankfurt,who denies that responsibilityrequiresfreedomto do otherwise,employsthe
notion of freedomin developingan accountof responsibility.He suggeststhat an agent can be morally
responsiblefor an act if it is not the case that the agentperformedthe act only becausehe could not have
done otherwise. (Harry Frankfurt, 'AlternativePossibilities and Moral Responsibility',Journal of
Philosophy46 (I969), pp. 829-39.)
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is that I actuallythrowthe dartandhit the bull's-eye.UnlikeExamplesTwo
and Three, here features(i) and (ii) are present, but it is, I claim, unclear
whetherfeature(iii) is present.
Again, distinguishingbetween a general ability and being able, in the
circumstances,might be illuminating. It is perhaps true that I lack the
generalabilityto hit the bull's-eye:in a large numberof trials, I would hit
the bull's-eyeveryrarely.But, it doesn'tseem to followfrommy lackingthe
generalabilityto hit the bull's-eyethat I cannot,in the circumstances,hit the
bull's-eye.Further,if the principle,'I do X, therefore,I can do X' is valid,
then I obviouslycanhit the bull's-eyesince I actuallydo so. And, whereasit
is clearthat the principleis not valid, when the 'can'is the 'can' of general
ability,it is not so clearthat it is invalid,whenthe 'can'is that of being able,
in particularcircumstances.
If one acceptsthe principle,'I do X, therefore,I can do X', as appliedto
'can,in the circumstances',then the Scotist'sexamplelacksfeature(iii), and
the TransferPrinciple,interpretedin the relevantway, wouldnot havebeen
shownto be invalid.But it is unclearwhatto sayaboutthe principle,'I do X,
therefore,I can do X', as appliedto the relevant'can'. Some philosophers
who distinguish between the two senses of 'can' might insist that the
principleis invalidas appliedto bothsenses. For example,havingmade the
distinction,John Thorp says, '. . . in the logic of human ability ab essead
posse non valet consequentia:from the fact that I do hit the bull it does not

follow that I can[on this occasion]hit it.'14Thesephilosophersidentifythe
'can'of being able, in the circumstances,with Nowell-Smith's'all-in'sense
of can.15When one can, in the 'all-in' sense, do X, one has boththe general
ability and the opportunityto do X. If the identificationof 'can, in the
circumstances'with the 'all-in' sense of 'can' is made, then the Scotist
can defend ExampleOne as a counter-exampleto the TransferPrinciple.
I would reject this identification, because I believe that, insofar as I
actuallyhit the bull's-eye, then I can, in the circumstances,hit the bull'seye. But I do not know how to constructa cogent argumentin defence of
this view.
My approachin this sectionhas been to cast doubt on whetherany of the
threeexamplesadducedby the Scotist is a counter-exampleto the Transfer
Principle; I have suggested that each example lacks one of the essential
features of a counter-exampleto the principle. But I have not argued
conclusivelythat Example One fails; indeed, it is controversialwhether
Example One shows the Transfer Principle to be false, insofar as the
principle,'I do X, therefore,I can (on this occasion)do X' is controversial.
In the next section, I shall, for the purposesof the argument,concedethat
ExampleOne showsthat the TransferPrinciplefails;my strategywill be to
14
(Routledgeand Kegan
Determinism
John Thorp, Free Will: A DefenceAgainstNeurophysiological
Paul, London: I980), p. 29.
15 P. Nowell-Smith, 'Ifs and Cans', Theoria(I960).
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reformulatethe incompatibilistargumentin such a way that it does not
dependon the TransferPrinciple.If the incompatibilistargumentdoes not
require the Transfer Principle, then Scotism will not be a successful
responseto incompatibilism,even if the Scotist is correctin rejectingthe
TransferPrinciple.

3. Theargumentreformulated
I shall now presenta versionof the incompatibilistargument(aboutGod's
foreknowledgeandhumanfreedom)whichis similarto the firstversion,but
which does not rely on the TransferPrinciple.16 This version of the argumentmakesthe sameassumptionsaboutGod'sattributesas the firstversion.
Further, the incompatibilistintroduces a principle which expresses the
'fixity of the past'. This principle says not only that one cannot causally
affect the past, but also that one cannotso act that the past would have been
differentfrom what it actuallywas. The appropriateversionof the fixity of
the past principle,accordingto the incompatibilist,is:
(FP) For anyactionY, agentS, andtime T, if it is truethatif S wereto do
Y at T, some fact aboutthe pastrelativeto T wouldnot havebeen a
fact, then S cannotat T do Y at T.
We suppose, again, that God exists and that Jones refrains from
performingsome ordinaryact X at T2. It follows that God believesat Ti
that Jones will refrainfrom doing X at T2. Now, considerthe conditional,
(I')

If Jones wereto do X at T2, then God wouldhaveheld a false belief
at Ti.

This conditionalmust be false.Rememberthat we have been assumingthat
'X' namessome ordinaryact such as an act of mowingthe lawn;thus, 'Jones
does X' is, at least, logically possible. Because the antecedent of (i') is
logically possible and its consequent is logically impossible (in virtue of
God's essential omniscience),(i') must be false; in terms of the possibleworldssemanticsfor conditionals,in the closest possibleworld(s)in which
the antecedentis true, the consequentis false.
Thus, one of the followingconditionalsmust be true:
If Jones were to do X at T2, then God would have held a different
belief from the one He actuallyheld at Ti, or
(i') If Jones were to do X at T2, then God would not have existed
(2')

at Ti.
16 Nelson Pike reformulatesthe argumentin: 'Of God and Freedom: A Rejoinder',Philosophical
Review75 (I966), pp. 369-79. His reformulationis in responseto: John Turk Saunders,'Of God and
Freedom', PhilosophicalReview(I966), pp. 219-25. The version of the argument I present here is
suggestedby Pike's reformulation,althoughit is differentin form.
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But if (2') is true, then (via (FP)) Jones cannot at T2 do X at T2. And
similarly,if (3') is true, then Jones cannotat T2 do X at T2 (again,in virtue
of (FP)). This completesthe incompatibilist'sargument;the conclusionis
that if God exists, then Jones cannot do other than he actuallydoes at T2,
and the result is obviouslygeneralizableto any humanaction.
I now wish to contrast this version of the incompatibilist'sargument
with the first version. Kenny's Scotist claim is that the first version of the
argument fails because it relies on the Transfer Principle. That is, it
supposesthat Jones can do X. Then it makesthe identityclaim, 'doing X
wouldbe (say)bringingit aboutthat God held a differentbelieffromthe one
He actuallyheld'. It then concludes (as part of a reductio)that Jones can
bringit aboutthat God held a differentbelief fromthe one He actuallyheld.
Power to performan action is transferredfrom the first action to the one
saidto be identicalwith it. In contrast,the secondversiondoes notmakeuse
of the TransferPrinciple-no identity claim between actions is asserted,
and there is no claim of power transfer.Rather, it is simply claimed that
thereis a certainrelationshipbetweenthe relevantconditionalsand the canclaims:if either of the conditionals(2') or (i') is true, then the can-claim
must be false.
Let us see how Kenny's purportedcounter-exampleto the Transfer
Principlebearson the second versionof the argument.In this version,the
incompatibilistclaimsthatthe truthof certainsortsof conditionalsrulesout
the truthof the can-claim.The exampleis, allegedly,an examplein which I
can hit the dartboard,hitting the dartboardis hitting the bull's-eye, but I
cannothit the bull's-eye. This can be granted;but in light of the reformulated argument,we need to look at the relationshipbetween the can-claim
and the conditionalwhich are true in the example:'I can hit the dartboard'
and 'If I hit the dartboard,I hit the bull's-eye'. Now there is no reasonto
objectto the compatibilityof thisconditionalandthe can-claim-both seem
to be true in Kenny's example.But, in contrast,the incompatibilistclaims
that there is good reason (based on the fixity of the past) to object to the
compatibilityof 'Jones can at T2 do X at T2' and (2') or (3'). Kenny's
ExampleOne, then, is simplynot pertinentto the reformulatedincompatibilist argument:the reformulatedargumentdoes not employ the Transfer
Principle,but rather,a purportedconnectionbetweenconditionalsand the
can-claim,and the argumentclaimsthat the truth of certainsortsof conditionals(nottruein ExampleOne) rulesout the can-claim.Thus, the factthat
in the examplea can-claimis consistent with a certainsort of conditional
(different from the sort used in the incompatibilistargument)does not
underminethe incompatibilistargument.
Let me explain the irrelevanceof Example One a bit more explicitly.
There is, intuitively,no reasonto thinkthat,if it is truethatif I wereto do A,
some 'lucky', 'random',or 'accidental'event would occur, then it follows
that I cannotdo A. Consideranotherexample:I flip an ordinary,faircoin,
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andit turnsout 'heads'.It is trueherethatif I flip the coin, it turnsout heads
(a 'random'event); but there is no temptationto say that it follows that I
cannotflip the coin. (And this is so, even if it is grantedthat I cannotcause
the coin to come up 'heads'.)Similarly,from the truth of 'If I hit the dartboard,I hit the bull's-eye',it does not followthatI cannothit the dartboard.
But, in contrast,if it is true that if I were to do A, some fact aboutthe past
wouldnot havebeena fact,then it is plausibleto assertthatI cannotdo A. So,
for example,if it is true that if I were now to do A, then John F. Kennedy
would not have been assassinated,then it seems that I cannotnow do A.
There seems to be a conceptualconnectionbetweenthe truth of the conditional and the falsityof the can-claim.Thus, (FP) has a certainplausibility
which is not threatenedby Kenny's Example One. The incompatibilist,
then, relieson a principle(FP) whichis narrowerthanthe TransferPrinciple;
examples which might show the failure of 'Transfer' need not also
undermine(FP). That is, even if ExampleOne is a case where I can hit the
dartboard,hittingthe dartboardis hittingthe bull's-eye,but I cannothit the
bull's-eye,it need not undermine(FP); it is not a case in which the truthof
the relevantsortof conditional(aboutthe past)is consistentwith the truthof
the pertinentcan-claim.
I haveshownthatthe incompatibilistargumentcanbe formulatedin such
a waythat it can be seen not to dependon the TransferPrinciple.Of course,
when the argument is thus formulated,it depends on (FP), which is a
strongerprinciplethanthe principlethat one cannotcausallyaffectthe past.
But (FP) is plausibleandis clearlywhatthe incompatibilistintendsto assert.
(FP) is, however,controversial,and a compatibilistmight challengeit. It is
not my purposehere to defend(FP) and thus, to defendthe incompatibilist
argument.Rather,I havesimplyshown how the argumentcan be presented
so as to be independentof the TransferPrinciple;so, even if one objectsto
(FP) and hence rejectsincompatibilism,this objectionwill not be a formof
Scotism.

There are,of course-,va-riousways-offinding-fault-w-ith
the argument.One approach,which follows William of Ockham, claims (i) that (FP) only
appliesto a sub-classof facts aboutthe past:the 'non-relational','genuine',
or 'hard'factsaboutthe past, ratherthanthe 'relational','spurious',or 'soft'
facts; and (ii) that such facts as God's actualbelief at Ti and even God's
existenceat Ti are mere 'soft' facts. This sort of attackon incompatibilism
might be called 'Ockhamism', and I have discussed and criticized it
elsewhere.17 Also, one might rejectthe temporalin favourof the atemporal
conceptionof God's eternality;this sort of compatibilistapproachfollows
Boethius and Aquinas.18 Here, I have simply arguedthat somedefence of
17
John Martin Fischer, 'Freedom and Foreknowledge', Philosophical RevieW 92 (1983),
pp. 67-79; and 'Ockhamism',PhilosophicalReview94 (I985).
18 Such an approachis developedin: EleonoreStump and NormanKretzmann,'Eternity',Journal
of
Philosophy78 (I98I), pp. 429-58.
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compatibilismis required other than Scotism; rejection of the Transfer
Principle is not sufficientto defeat incompatibilism.

4. A parallel reformulation
Above, I formulatedan argumentfor the incompatibilityof causal determinismand humanfreedomto do otherwisewhich, like the firstversionof
the argumentfor the incompatibilityof divine foreknowledgeand human
freedom, seems to rest on the Transfer Principle. Kenny claims that the
Scotistresponseto the argumentaboutGod's foreknowledgealso appliesto
the argumentabout causal determinism.19I shall now develop a second
formulationof the argument about causal determinism (parallel to the
second version of the argumentabout divine foreknowledge)which does
not employ the Transfer Principle. Again, my argumentwill be that the
Scotist'sploy-denying the TransferPrinciple-is not a sufficientdefence
of compatibilism.
Rememberthe definitionof causaldeterminism:
(CD) Causal determinismobtains in a world just in case a complete
descriptionof the state of the world at a given time T, together
with a formulationof the laws of nature,entailsevery truth about
what happensafterT.
The incompatibilistaccepts principle (FP) and also a parallel principle
which expressesthe fixity of the laws of nature:
(FL) For any action Y and agent S, if it is true that if S were to do Y,
some naturallaw which actuallyobtainswould not obtain, then S
cannotdo Y.
Again, we suppose that Jones refrainsfrom doing X at T2, that causal
determinismobtains, and that the total state of the world at Ti is S(Ti).
Given these assumptions,one of the followingtwo possibilitiesobtains:
(A*) If Jones were to do X at T2, S(Ti) would not have been the total
state of the world at Ti, or
(B*) IfJones wereto do X at T2, somenaturallawwhichactuallyobtains
would not obtain.20
But if (A*) is true, then it followsfrom(FP) thatJones cannotat T2 do X at
T2. And if (B*) is true, then it followsfrom(FL) thatJones cannotat T2 do
X at T2. This completesthe incompatibilistargument;the upshot is that if
19 Kenny, 1975, PP. 155-7;
20

and Kenny, 1979, P. 58.

It might be arguedthat there is a third possibility:
(C*) IfJones wereto do X at T2, then eitherS(Ti) wouldnot havebeen the totalstateof the worldat
Ti or some naturallaw which actuallyobtainswould not obtain.
But I shallsimplifythe discussionby not discussing(C*), since it will be ruledout in a way similarto the
way in which (A*) and (B*) are ruled out.
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causal determinismis true, then Jones (and any human agent) cannot do
other than what he actuallydoes.
At one point, Kenny presents the incompatibilistas arguing in the
following way.21'I can't violate a law of nature. If it is physiologically
determinedthat I not move my little finger,then, in the circumstances,my
moving my little fingerwould be my violatinga naturallaw. Thus, I can't
move my little finger.'This argumentdepends on the TransferPrinciple,
and if the Scotist is right, the Transfer Principlemust be rejected.But I
have developedanotherroute to the incompatibilistresult.The incompatibilist points out that, if it is physiologicallydeterminedthat I not move my
little finger,then (giventhat the pastis held fixed)it is a necessarycondition
of my moving my little finger that some naturallaw which actuallyholds
would not hold (i.e., that I violate some actualnaturallaw). But if it is a
necessarycondition of my performingan act that I violate some actually
obtainingnaturallaw, then I cannotperformthe act.
It is importantto see that the incompatibilistargumenthere does not
dependon the principle(callit 'Transfer*'),'Wheneverperformingan act B
is a necessaryconditionof doing A, and I cannotdo B, then I cannotdo A'.
If it did, then the Scotist's ExampleOne might tell againstthe argument,
becauseit is supposedto be a case wherehittingthe bull's-eyeis a necessary
condition of hitting the dartboard(that is, if I hit the dartboard,I hit the
bull's-eye), I cannothit the bull's-eye, but I can hit the dartboard.
I claim that it is useful to distinguishbetween variousdifferentreasons
why it might be true that I cannot do some act B. One such reasonis that
doing B would be lucky, random,or in some sense 'accidental'.(Of course,
hereit is assumedthat it does not followfromthe merefact that one does an
act that one can do it, in the pertinentsense.) Anotherreasonis thatdoingB
would be (or require)violatinga naturallaw. Now, as I arguedabove,there
is no temptationto say thatif it is true thatif I wereto do A, then some lucky
(or random)event would occur, then I cannot do A. Thus, when it is true
that doing some 'lucky'act B is a necessaryconditionof doingA, one might
be able to do A, even though one cannot do B; it can be conceded,even by
the incompatibilist,that 'Transfer*'is invalid.
In contrast,if it is true that if I were to do A, then I would travelfaster
thanthe speed of light, then it seems that I cannotdo A. Whenit is truethat
doingB (whichis a violationof naturallaw)is a necessaryconditionof doing
A, then it seems to follow that one cannotdo A. The incompatibilist,then,
relies on (FP) and (FL), narrower principles than 'Transfer*', which
embody connectionsbetween the truth of certain sorts of conditionalsand
the falsity of the relevantcan-claims,and none of the Scotist's examples
threatensthe incompatibilist'smove; whateverreasonsmight lead one to
accept(FP) and (FL) would not be underminedby Scotist examples.
21

Kenny, 1975, p.

155.
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5. Conclusion
The two parallelargumentsfor incompatibilismmight seem, at first,to rely
on the Transfer Principle. Kenny's Scotist examples, however, call this
principleinto question.The Scotist deniesthe TransferPrincipleand thus,
also,the incompatibilistconclusions.In this paperI haveseparatedthe issue
of the acceptabilityof the TransferPrinciplefrom that of the soundnessof
the incompatibilist'sargument. First, I have shown that only Kenny's
ExampleOne has any force against the Transfer Principle, and that it is
controversialwhether this example conclusively refutes the principle.
Second, I havearguedthatthe incompatibilistargumentscan be formulated
so as not to dependon the TransferPrinciple;thus, rejectionof the Transfer
Principlein itself will not allow one to defeat incompatibilism.Of course,
the incompatibilistarguments,appropriatelyformulated,rely on principles
(suchas (FP) and (FL)) which, thoughplausible,arecontroversial.I do not
here deny that incompatibilismcan be rejectedby rejecting(FP) or (FL);
but it is useful to see that a compatibilistmustreject(FP) or (FL). It would
be a mistaketo thinkthatincompatibilismdependson the TransferPrinciple,
and thus that rejectionof this principlesufficesto defeatincompatibilism.22
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